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Abstract. This paper proposes the MUV (Misbehaving User Vanguard) algorithm for
identification and discrimination of non TCP-friendly best-effort flows. The opera-
tional principle of MUV is to detect non TCP-friendly flows at the ingress router by
comparing arrival rates to equivalent TCP-friendly rates, i.e. the arrival rate of a TCP
flow having the same round-trip time and packet-loss probability. If a flow is identi-
fied as non TCP-friendly, its packets are marked as “unfriendly”. Core routers dis-
criminate packets marked as unfriendly with RED-based drop-preference
mechanisms. In order to measure the round-trip time and the packet-loss probability
for the computation of a flow’s TCP-friendly rate, ingress router and egress router
communicate via a simple protocol.

The MUV algorithm fits into the Differentiated Services Architecture of the Inter-
net and can be considered scalable as it only requires per-flow state at ingress- and
egress routers. We show by simulation that MUV is able to reliably identify and dis-
criminate unresponsive flows and investigate its performance bounds regarding the
identification of flows using non TCP-friendly congestion control algorithms.

1 Introduction

With the emergence of multimedia- and real-time applications today’s Internet traffic is
no longer solely TCP but a mix of various applications and transport protocols utilizing
heterogeneous congestion control algorithms. This heterogeneity of congestion control
causes considerable fairness problems in the Internet. In particular, so-called “unfriendly
flows” reducing their transmission rates less conservatively in response to congestion
indications from the net (i.e. packet loss) than “friendly flows” tend to grab an unfairly-
high share of bandwidth and bufferspace. As a result, Internet users have an incentive to
be misbehaving, to utilize non-conservative congestion control mechanisms and thereby
generate flows having a low level of friendliness1 [1][2].

“Unresponsive flows” have no end-to-end congestion control implemented at all
hence they do not back off in response to packet loss. Simulations in [2] show extreme
unfairness among a friendly TCP and an unresponsive CBR flow2 sharing a link. The
throughput of the TCP flow converges to zero while the throughput of the CBR flow con-
verges to the link bandwidth if the CBR arrival rate approaches the link bandwidth. Fur-

1 A flow is defined by IP-address pair and port numbers, respectively flow-id. Note that a flow’s
friendliness is a relative notion, dependent on the conservatism of the flow’s congestion control
mechanism compared to its competitors for the network resources.

2 A CBR flow transmits with a constant bit rate into the net. CBR is not related to the ATM service.
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thermore, unresponsive flows cause congestion collapse in scenarios where a congested
link, transmitting only packets of unresponsive flows, is followed by a lower bandwidth
successor link. In these scenarios packets of unresponsive flows, having consumed the
total bandwidth at the first link and thereby shut out friendly flows, are dropped at the
router output port served by the second lower-bandwidth link. As a consequence, the
overall throughput is limited by the capacity of the low-bandwidth link. More informa-
tion about kinds of unfriendly flows and congestion collapse can be found in [2].

We are aware of three different approaches to solve the problem of unfriendly flows:
• Resource pricing[3] enforces the user to pay a small charge for each congestion indi-

cation received from the net. Unfriendly flows have higher transmission rates in times
of congestion than friendly flows hence they receive more congestion indications,
causing higher accounts. Having to pay fines for unfair resource usage is clearly a
strong incentive for users to behave well.

• Theallocation approachisolates flows from each other by ensuring a fair allocation
of resources to each flow. Thus an unfriendly flow, trying to consume more than the
fair share merely increases its own packet-loss rate but does not harm other flows. An
example for the allocation approach, distributing link capacity according to the max-
min fairness criterion [6], would be a network of routers having per flow fair-queue-
ing schedulers [4] or one of its derivatives (e.g. [5]) implemented. Note that merely
restricting flows to their fair share does not give users a strong incentive to behave
well and to generate friendly flows but avoids unfairness in case they are misbehav-
ing. Additionally, as shown by simulation in [2], the problem of bandwidth wastage
due to unresponsive flows persists in a max-min fair allocated network having a
higher bandwidth link with a lower bandwidth successor link utilized by many unre-
sponsive flows. Due to their large number, the unresponsive flows grab the major por-
tion of the bandwidth at the first, high-bandwidth link and experience vast packet
losses at the second, lower-bandwidth link.

• As opposed to allocation, theidentification approachattempts to explicitly identify
unfriendly flows by some remarkable behavior. Such a behavior could for instance be
an extraordinary high demand compared to other flows in times of congestion or an
improper reaction to packet loss relative to a flow behavior considered as friendly [2].
Flows identified as unfriendly can be restricted to their fair share, to some small por-
tion of the bottleneck-link capacity or, in the extreme case, are completely shut out at
congested links. The stronger the discrimination, the stronger the incentive for users
to behave well. Note that the identification approach is inherently more light-
weighted than the allocation approach as it does not necessitate knowledge of the
instantaneous load situation in the net for the computation of a fair resource alloca-
tion. As obtaining this knowledge is left to the user, identification mechanisms imple-
mented in routers may determine the degree of friendliness of a flow in low-priority
background tasks having rather long time scales [2]. On the other hand, identification
requires a roughly homogeneous behavior of end-to-end congestion control mecha-
nisms in order to provide fairness as the network only identifies and discriminates
unfriendly flows, but does not explicitly allocate resources to friendly flows. For the
Internet with its huge base of installed TCP agents this implies that congestion con-
trol mechanisms have to be TCP-friendly, at least in the short term.

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 summarizes related work, section 3
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explains and discusses the operational principles of the MUV algorithm and outlines pos-
sible modifications. In section 4 MUV’s ability to identify and discriminate unfriendly
flows is investigated by simulation and section 5 concludes this paper.

2 Related Work

The Random Early Detection (RED) algorithm [7] employs the parameter set {minth,
maxth, maxp} in order to probabilistically drop packets arriving at a router output-port. If
the average queue-size (avg) is smaller thanminthno packet is dropped. Ifminth < avg <
maxth,RED’s packet-drop-probability varies between zero andmaxp. If avg > maxth,
each arriving packet is dropped. WRED [8] and RIO [9], both enhancements of RED
intended for service differentiation in the Internet [10], relate arriving packets to the
parameter set {minthin, maxthin, maxpin}, respectively {minthout, maxthout, maxpout} if
the packet has been marked as “in-profile”, respectively “out-of-profile” according to its
flow’s service profile at a network boundary. Marking a packet means writing a well-
defined number (a diff-serv codepoint) into its IP-header’s Type-of-Service field. Assum-
ing minthin maxthout, in-profile packets are accommodated with a high probability
while all out-of-profile packets are dropped ifavg>maxthout. Hence out-of-profile pack-
ets are discriminated against in-profile packets. As opposed to WRED, which uses one
average queue size for all packets in the queue, RIO computes an extra average queue-
size only for in-profile packets.

Numerous authors [14][15][16][17] have investigated a simple stationary model of
TCP congestion avoidance [12][13] deriving the rate of a TCP-flow(RTCP) as a function
of the packet-drop probability(p), the maximum segment size(MSS)and the round-trip
time (RTT):

The constantc “varies” between 0.93 and 1.31 depending on the loss model and whether
the delayed-ACK option [18] is turned on or off. The number of packets a TCP data
sender has to transmit until equilibrium is achieved and equation (1) becomes valid
equals1/p ld(1/c )[17]. However, the model does not consider the influence of TCP
retransmission timeouts followed by Slowstart [12] hence (1) only holds as an upper
bound for TCP performance in realistic environments [17]. A more rigorous model, tak-
ing retransmission timeouts into account has been presented in [19].

In [2] routers execute a low-priority background task in periodic time intervals.
Among others, the “TCP-friendly test” is applied to incoming traffic in order to identify
unfriendly flows. A flow is considered as non TCP-friendly if its arrival rate is greater
than its equivalent TCP-friendly rate, i.e. the arrival rate of a TCP flow having the same
RTT, MSSandp. A flow’s arrival rate (A) is estimated from the RED packet-drop history
[20]. The TCP-friendly rate is calculated via equation (1) by the background task in peri-
odic intervals of time. As routers generally do not have knowledge of a flow’s end-to-end
round-trip-time the TCP-friendly test in [2] sets theRTTvalue for computation of the
TCP-friendly rate at twice the outgoing link’s delay, which may heavily underestimate
the end-to-end RTT. Therefore the TCP-friendly rate is overestimated and unfriendly
flows are unlikely to be detected in scenarios where the outgoing link’s delay is not the
dominant portion of the end-to-end delay [5].

≥

RTCP
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----------------------= 1( )

p
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Other approaches for identification and discrimination of unfriendly flows, requiring
restricted amount of per flow state and a flow lookup in core routers have been proposed
in [5][21][22] and [23].

3 MUV Algorithm

3.1 Network Model and operational Principle of MUV

We define theingress router(IR) as the first router of an ISP traversed by packets of a
unidirectional flow on their way to the destination. In analogy, theegress router(ER) is
defined as the last router. IR and ER can be considered asedge routers, located at the
boundary of ISPs to a private domain. All other routers along a flow’s path between IR
and ER are called core routers (CR). Hosts (H) are attached to IR and ER by subscriber
lines or private LANs.

MUV identifies unfriendly flows by comparing per-flow arrival rates with TCP-
friendly rates as proposed in [2] and outlined in section 2. However, contrary to [2], the
TCP-friendly test is only performed at the IR, measuring the flow’s packet-drop probabil-
ity (p) and round-trip-time(RTT)between IR and ER via a light-weight protocol with the
ER. The measurements ofp andRTTare used as approximations of the flow’s end-to-end
round-trip-time and drop probability for computation of the TCP-friendly rate. If a flow’s
arrival rate is greater than its TCP-friendly rate the flow is considered as unfriendly and
its packets are marked at the IR3. Core routers discriminate packets marked as unfriendly
with drop-preference algorithms like WRED or RIO. The principle of MUV is illustrated
in figure 1:

Fig. 1.Network model and operation of MUV

The operational principle of MUV shows its compliance to the Differentiated Services
Architecture [10] of the Internet. Per flow state is only required at the edge of the net-
work; core routers do not have to store per-flow information or perform a flow lookup.

The level of punishment flows detected as unfriendly should experience can be deter-
mined by adjusting the parameters of the drop-preference algorithms in the core routers.
Our position is that unfriendly flows should be completely shut out in order to give users

3 Packet marking can be done as explained in section 2 for RIO or WRED.
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a strong incentive to behave well and to avoid congestion collapse due to unresponsive
flows getting some residual throughput on congested links (see section 1).

3.2 MUV Algorithm

The MUV algorithm assumes a background task at IR and ER that periodically scans a
hash table with stored per-flow information, changes per-flow states and sends signalling
messages. The period length of the background task (i.e. the time interval between subse-
quent passes of the background task at a given index of the hash table where per-flow
information is stored) is assumed to be in the range of several round-trip-times of flows.
Figure 2 and the subsequent paragraphs explain the MUV algorithm by examining its
sample operation for an unfriendly high-demand flow on a congested network. Although
this “explanation by example” is admittedly incomplete we believe that it facilitates the
understanding of the algorithm. The vertical axis in figure 2 represents time. The short
evenly spaced horizontal lines crossing the vertical time lines indicate the background
task performing some actions on the flow.

Fig. 2.MUV Algorithm

When the flow transmits its first IP packet, per-flow information (IP-Addresses, Port-
numbers and several quantities required by MUV) is allocated in hash tables at IR and
ER. Starting with the flow’s first packet, the IR measures the flow’s demand (D) and the
ER measures the flow’s throughput (T) simply by incrementing a counter at each packet
arrival by the packet size. At the IR the flow is set to statenew. At the subsequent pass of
the background task the flow is set to statelow-demand. When the background task
passes a flow in statelow-demand(this happens one period later) the “high-demand test”
is performed. The high-demand test compares the flow’s arrival rate (A) with the “high-
demand threshold”. The arrival rate is computed as the flow’s demand in bytes divided by
the current time minus the time the flow’s first packet has been received at the IR. As our
flow is assumed to have high demand its arrival rate is greater than the high-demand
threshold, hence the flow’s state is changed tohigh-demand.
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For flows in statehigh-demandthe MUV Protocol is executed between IR and ER.
Each period, the IR sends a request message including a sequence number to the ER4 and
the ER answers with a reply message. Request and reply messages are short ICMP pack-
ets, filtered out by the edge routers after their evaluation. The reply message includes the
flow’s throughputT since its first packet arrival at the ER and the sequence number of the
request message. When the IR receives the reply message it checks if the sequence num-
ber of the last-sent request message and the reply message are identical. This happens to
be true in our example, hence the IR may measure the flow’s packet-drop-probabilityp as
follows: p=(D-T)/D. Now the IR may determine whether the flow is in steady state. As
mentioned in section 2, a TCP flow is in steady state when1/p ld(1/c )packets have
been sent. The IR then checks ifD > 1/p ld(1/c )and changes the flow’s state tosteady
as we assume this condition to be fulfilled. The instantaneous values ofD,T and the cur-
rent time are stored in order to allow computation ofAs andps, denoting arrival rate and
drop probability since the point in time the flow is assumed to be in steady state.

Now, that the MUV agent at the IR knows that this flow would be in steady state if it
was a TCP flow, the “TCP-friendly test” may be performed by comparing the flow’s
steady state arrival rate with its equivalent TCP-friendly rate. On the receipt of the next
reply message the IR updatesAsandps and computes the TCP-friendly rateRf, whereRf
= c MSS / (RTTIR-ER ) (see equation (1), section 2). As we assume our flow to be
unfriendly, MUV detects thatAs nice Rf and sets the flow’s state tounfriendly.The
constant parameternice 1,determines MUV’s tolerance against non TCP-friendly
flows. If niceequals one in the most intolerant case, flows having an arrival rate higher
than the TCP-friendly rate will be determined as unfriendly. The flow’s end-to-end RTT
is approximated by the mean RTT between IR and ER (RTTIR-ER) which can be mea-
sured by subtracting the departure time of the request message from the arrival time of
the corresponding reply message.

As our flow has been detected as non TCP-friendly, the IR marks its packets from
now on. Core routers have a drop-preference mechanism like WRED or RIO imple-
mented. For best-effort packets marked as unfriendly the parameter set {minthuf, maxthuf,
maxpuf}, for all other best-effort packets the parameter set {minthf, maxthf, maxpf} is
valid. The network is assumed to be congested therefore the average queue size con-
verges betweenminthf andmaxthf at congested routers along the flow’s path. Asminthf is
assumed to be greater thanmaxthuf the packet-drop-probability for our flow’s packets
equals one. In other words, the flow is completely shut out.

On the arrival of the next and all subsequent reply messages the IR again updatesAs,
ps, RTTIR-ER and performs the TCP-friendly test in order to reset the flow’s state to
steadyin case the flow has been falsely detected as unfriendly due to some short-term
bursty behavior. However, our flow is unfriendly by assumption hence it does not change
state and its packets are continued to be dropped at congested core routers until the flow
terminates. In order to avoid keeping per-flow information forever when the flow has ter-
minated, the background task at IR and ER deallocates the flow’s state in case no packet
has arrived for more thann periods, wheren is a constant parameter.

4 Strictly speaking, the IR sends the request message to the destination of the flow as it does not
know the IP Address of the ER.

p
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≥
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3.3 Discussion of the MUV Algorithm

[24] provides a detailed analysis of MUV properties like time scales of control, MUV
and ECN, why preferential packet dropping and not preferential packet scheduling has to
be used in core routers, how MUV can be faked, deployment issues and how flow state is
deallocated in edge routers. Additionally, modifications of MUV minimizing signalling
overhead between edge routers are discussed. Due to its limited size, however, we are
only able to give an overview on MUV properties and modifications in this paper.

We illustrate the significance of the statenewby assuming the high-demand test was
already performed at the first time the background task passes a flow. As the allocation of
flow state in the hash table appears to be asynchronously to the execution of the back-
ground task it might happen that the high-demand test is performed on a flow which was
allocated just some milliseconds ago. As a consequence, the high-demand test would be
performed on the basis of a measurement over an interval of time too short to be relevant.
Setting flows into statenewat the storage of flow state and thereby waiting at least for
one period length until the high-demand test is executed avoids considering low-demand
flows having only a short burst at their start as high-demand.

The task of the high-demand test is to distinguish among high- and low-demand flows
and thereby minimize the signalling overhead caused by the request/reply messages. The
majority of Internet flows are short and have low demand. Hence it is desirable to police
only those flows which may potentially harm the network and to avoid unnecessary sig-
nalling for flows having low demand or only a few packets to send. Setting the high-
demand threshold is a trade-off between high signalling overhead and the risk of conges-
tion collapse due to unresponsive flows which persists as long as unresponsive best-effort
flows may send into the network.

The friendliness of a flow’s congestion control algorithm does not change over time
compared to others competing for the bandwidth. From this simple observation follows
that the quantities needed for the computation of the TCP-friendly rate (As,ps, RTTIR-ER)
may be averaged over the maximum possible time interval - the total time a flow has been
in steady state. As MUV merely identifies unfriendly flows, there is no need to be aware
of the instantaneous load situation in the net. Hence MUV may operate in time scales of
several seconds rather than one RTT like congestion control mechanisms. Due to its long
time scales the MUV algorithm is stable against oscillations and may perform measure-
ments with a rather low frequency, keeping signalling overhead low. A second conse-
quence of our observation is that mean averaging over the total time a flow has been in
steady state should be used for computation ofAs,ps andRTTIR-ERand not averages giv-
ing recent occurrences more weight (e.g. exponentially weighted moving averages).

The MUV algorithm is based on two assumptions in order to work properly. First, the
packet-loss probability between hosts and edge routers is assumed negligible compared
to the packet drop-probability between IR and ER. Although this assumption is likely to
hold as the WAN and not the LAN is the bottleneck in most scenarios, it may fail. IR and
ER have no means to detect these packet drops. Second, the delay between hosts and
edge routers is assumed negligible compared to the delay between the edge routers. In
case the delay between IR and ER is not the dominant part of the end-to-end delay, the
measured RTT between IR and ER significantly underestimates the end-to-end RTT. If
the end-to-end packet-drop rate and/or RTT is underestimated, the TCP-friendly rate(Rf)
overestimates the rate of a TCP flow(RTCP) as predicted by equation (1) and unfriendly
flows could eventually not be detected. Underestimation of the end-to-end RTT can be
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avoided by a simple enhancement. Operators of ingress- and egress routers are assumed
to have a rough idea of the average delay to attached hosts and local area networks.
Hence the RTT between source and IR (RTTsource-IR) and the RTT between ER and sink
(RTTER-sink) could be stored as constant parameters at IR and ER. The ER could commu-
nicateRTTER-sinkto the IR in reply messages and the IR could estimate the end-to-end
RTT as the sum ofRTTsource-IR, RTTIR-ERandRTTER-sink.

The choice of the period length means balancing a trade-off between slower detection
of unfriendly flows and less accurate measurements of the quantities required for compu-
tation of the TCP-friendly rate and more signalling overhead due to a higher measure-
ment frequency. [2] recommends a lower bound of several round-trip-times for the period
length in order to guarantee sufficiently long time intervals between measurements. Like
[2], we set the period length to 5 seconds.

As shown in [17] the upper bound provided by equation (1) is rather reliable but the
TCP rate is overestimated in case of frequent retransmission timeouts. For the TCP-
friendliness test, these properties of the model imply that TCP flows are unlikely to be
falsely detected as unfriendly. However, unfriendly but responsive flows, being some-
what more aggressive than TCP, may not be detected in case of severe congestion and
frequent retransmission timeouts.

MUV is aware of approximations of a flow’s RTT, throughput and drop-probability.
Thus arbitrary criteria could be used for identification of unfriendly flows in addition to
the TCP-friendliness criterion. For instance, a flow could be considered as unfriendly in
case it does not pass the TCP-friendlinessor the unresponsiveness test proposed in [2].

The MUV algorithm as proposed above requires two ICMP messages for signalling
per period and per flow having an arrival rate greater than the high-demand threshold.
There are possibilities to improve the scalability of the algorithm and to make it work
with flow aggregates (typically the traffic coming from a LAN or a subscriber-line user).
For instance, a predefined number of highest bandwidth flows could be filtered out of a
flow aggregate at the IR and MUV could be performed only for these filtered flows. If
flows are identified as unfriendly the total aggregate, or only the identified flows could be
discriminated. To further reduce signalling overhead a flow could be defined by IP-
address pair or network-address pair instead of IP-address pair and port numbers. Addi-
tionally, there is no explicit need to use packets for the signalling of request messages.
This could be done “in-band” using header fields or a new kind of IPv6 extension header.

4 Simulations

We have implemented the MUV algorithm into the ns simulator [26]. Simulations in [24]
investigate MUV’s behavior in scenarios with multiple congested gateways, varying
number of flows, varying link capacities and delays, various traffic patterns aggregating
CBR, ON/OFF flows, aggressive TCP flows, TCP-Reno and SACK-TCP flows with and
without ECN. Queue-size over time graphs show why packets marked as unfriendly are
shut out at congested output ports of core routers by WRED. Due to space limitations,
however, it is only possible to integrate a subset of these simulations into this paper.

Simulations are performed on a network topology as illustrated in figure 3. The fol-
lowing traffic pattern is used for all simulations in this paper. Host H1 sends background
traffic consisting of 10 TCP flows (flow-IDs 4-13) to host H2. The TCP flows start
between zero and 30 seconds of simulation time and last for the entire simulation. Host
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H3 generates cross traffic in forward direction consisting of 10 TCP flows (flow-IDs 100-
109) with varying life-times to host H4. Host H5 sends 10 reverse traffic TCP flows
(again with varying lifetimes) to H6. Background traffic, reverse- and cross-traffic TCP
flows are a mix of TCP-Reno and SACK flows and have different packet sizes and send-
window sizes [18]. The demand of reverse- and cross-traffic has a maximum between 30
and 55 seconds (causing congestion at the link CR3 to CR2) and approaches zero until
approximately 80 seconds of simulation time. Permanent queueing happens at the con-
gested output port of CR1 served by the bottleneck link in direction CR2.

Fig. 3.Simulated network

As shown in [27], RED’s aggressiveness regarding packet dropping has to be adjusted
dynamically to the number of flows traversing the output port of a congested router in
order to avoid convergence of the average queue-size to the minimum or maximum
queue-size threshold. RED’s aggressiveness can be adjusted by increasing themaxp
parameter ifavgbecomes smaller thanminthand decreasingmaxpin caseavgbecomes
greater thanmaxth. For simulations in this paper a modified version of WRED with
adoption ofmaxpf has been implemented. Similar to [27], we have set the decrease/
increase factor formaxpf to 2.

Other WRED parameters are set as follows:byte-modeis activated, wq = 0.002, min-
thuf = 5000 bytes, maxthuf = 9000 bytes, maxpuf = 1, minthf = 10000 bytes, maxthf =
17500 bytes, maxpf = 1/50, mean-pktsize = 500 bytes, total buffer size = 25000 bytes. We
refer to [7] for an explanation of the RED parameterswq and mean-pktsize.

In order to be able to evaluate MUV’s behavior in the presence of non TCP-friendly
but responsive flows, we have modified the simulator’s TCP-Reno code to a version of
TCP we call “TCP-nasty”. On the contrary to TCP-Reno [13], TCP-nasty does not halve
the congestion window in response to one packet drop per window but multiplies the
window by a constantα, where0.5 α < 1. Additionally, TCP-nasty does not increase
the congestion window by one MSS per RTT in case no drop happens (as TCP-Reno
does), but byβ MSS (whereβ 1). In analogy to [17] and equation (1) in section 2, we
have derived a stationary performance model for the rate of a TCP-nasty flow (Rnasty),
substituting the window-decrease of 0.5 withα, and the window-increase withβ MSS.
Let theunfriendliness-factor(φ) of a TCP-nasty flow be defined asφ = Rnasty/RTCP.
Hence an unfriendliness-factor ofn means that a TCP-nasty flow has a rate ofn times the
rate of a conforming TCP-Reno flow, as predicted by the model. It has been shown in
[24] thatφ is related to α and β as follows:
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We have implemented the modification of computing the RTT estimation asRTT-

source-IR+ RTTIR-ER+ RTTER-sink(see section 3.3) in the ns simulator. MUV parameters
for all simulations, except otherwise noted, are set as follows:nice = 1.5, high-demand-
threshold = 2000 bytes, RTTsource-IR = 4 ms, RTTER-sink = 4 ms, period length 5s.

4.1 MUV with CBR and TCP-nasty Flows

Fig. 4.Per flow throughput at the bottleneck link as a percentage of bottleneck capacity

Figure 4a shows a simulation with MUV and unresponsive CBR flows. CBR flows 1,2,3
are sent from H1 to H2, start at 0 seconds of simulation time, never terminate, have a
packet size of 500 bytes and send at rates of 800,400,200 kbps, respectively. According
to their arrival rates, the CBR flows grab the major part of the bottleneck capacity during
the first seconds. At approximately 11 seconds of simulation time flows 1 and 3 are iden-
tified as non-TCP friendly, their packets are marked as unfriendly and they are shut out at
the congested router (CR1). Flow 2 is identified one period later as one of MUV’s signal-
ling packets for flow 2 gets lost. Background, cross- and reverse TCP flows frequently
perform Slowstart or quit sending due to their short lifetime between 45 and 55 seconds
of simulation time, causing considerable oscillations of the queue size at the bottleneck.
As a consequence the average queue size is frequently decreased belowmaxthuf and the
CBR flows, although still in state unfriendly, receive marginal throughput.

Figure 4b shows a simulation with MUV and responsive but unfriendly flows. TCP-
nasty flows 1,2 start sending at 0 seconds of simulation time, have packet sizes of 500
bytes, send windows of 100 packets and an unfriendliness factor of 3 and 6, respectively.
Flow 2 is detected as unfriendly at approximately 11 seconds of simulation time. From
now on, all its packets are discarded. As a consequence, the TCP-nasty source decreases
its congestion window and thereby its transmission rate into the net. At approximately 80
seconds, MUV detects that the average arrival rate of flow2 is below its TCP-friendly rate
and sets the flow into statesteady. Hence flow2’s packets are no longer dropped at the
core router, its congestion window is increased again and the flow receives a portion of
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the link capacity according to its unfriendliness-factor (between 85 and 255 seconds of
simulation time). When flow2’s average arrival rate exceeds its TCP-friendly rate again
(this happens at 255 seconds), the flow is set to stateunfriendlyagain and its packets are
marked and dropped by WRED at the bottleneck router. This shows that MUV periodi-
cally shuts out and subsequently accommodates unfriendly but responsive flows. The
longer the flow exists, the longer the period lengths, as MUV computes its quantities for
the TCP-friendly test over a longer time interval.

Comparing flows 1 and 2 in figure 4b shows that the length of the accommodation
period is inversely proportional to the unfriendliness factor of a flow. If a flow with
higherφ is reset into statesteadyagain, its accommodation period is shorter as the flow
increases its transmission rate more aggressively. For instance, in figure 6 the first
accommodation period of flow 2 lasts from 85 to 255 seconds whereas the first accom-
modation period of flow 1 lasts from 110 to 485 seconds of simulation time.

4.2 Unfriendly Flows and TCP Flows identified as a Function of nice Parameter

Additional traffic sent from host H1 to host H2:
• figure 5a: 10 CBR flows 1,2,..,10 with rates of 40, 80, 120, ...., 400 kbps.
• figure 5b: 10 TCP-nasty flows 1,2,..10 with unfriendliness-factorφ = 1.5, 2, 2.5, ..., 6.

Fig. 5.Number of conforming TCP flows detected, number of unfriendly flows not detected as a
function of the nice parameter

Figure 5 can be interpreted as follows:n unfriendly flows (CBR in figure 5a, TCP-nasty
in figure 5b) not detected means flows1,2,..,nhave not been detected (as they have the
lowest arrival rates, respectively unfriendliness factors) and flowsn+1,n+2,..,10have
been detected as unfriendly. Values are computed over the total duration of the simula-
tion (100 seconds);n is computed as a mean over 5 simulations. No flow terminates prior
to the simulation. All flows start at 0 seconds of simulation time

In addition to the unfriendly flows, background traffic consisting of 10 TCP flows
traverses the IR and the ER. These flows might be falsely identified as unfriendly as the
TCP model (see section 2, equation (1)) used for the computation of the TCP-friendly
rate may fail in realistic scenarios. In case MUV sets a TCP flow to stateunfriendly, the
flow experiences high packet loss, backs off and is reset to statesteadya few periods
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later. Dimensioning theniceparameter means balancing a trade-off between falsely iden-
tifying conforming TCP flows as unfriendly and not detecting unfriendly flows. Asnice
is increased fewer conforming TCP flows are falsely identified as unfriendly, but at the
same time fewer unfriendly flows are detected.

Figure 5a shows that MUV reliably identifies unresponsive CBR flows even with
moderate arrival rates close to the fair share. For instance, ifniceequals 3 the average
number of CBR flows not detected equals 2, i.e. on the average only the 40 kbps and the
80kbps CBR flows are not identified as unfriendly.

Figure 5b: although less conservatively than TCP-Reno, TCP-nasty flows back off in
case of congestion hence their identification by MUV exhibits higher sensitivity to the
setting ofnice than the identification of CBR flows. Withniceequal two, 7.8 TCP-nasty
flows (i.e. flows withφ < 5) are not detected on the average. This shows that we can only
expect to identify flows having significantly less conservative congestion-control algo-
rithms implemented than TCP.

Regarding false identification of conforming TCP flows, MUV’s behavior is similar
in figure 5a and figure 5b. We conclude from figure 5 that settingnicebetween 1.5 and 2
should minimize the caveats of false identification of TCP-friendly and non-identifica-
tion of unfriendly flows.

5 Conclusions

As shown in this paper, it is feasible to implement mechanisms in the Internet that are
able to identify and discriminate non TCP-friendly flows in most scenarios. Hence, iden-
tification of non TCP-friendly flows can be considered as an interesting alternative to its
competitor approaches resource allocation and resource pricing in order to give Internet
users an incentive to be well-behaving instead of misbehaving.

We have outlined how MUV identifies and discriminates non TCP-friendly flows.
Simulations indicate that MUV reliably detects and punishes unresponsive flows even if
their arrival rates are only marginally higher than the fair share. Hence MUV solves the
problems of unfairness and congestion collapse due to unresponsive best-effort flows.
Additionally, MUV identifies and restricts flows using congestion control algorithms sig-
nificantly less conservative than TCP congestion control.

The costs for these features seem to be acceptable. MUV only stores per-flow state at
the edge of the network. It can therefore be considered as scalable regarding per-flow
state and complexity in the data-forwarding path of core routers. Due to its design, MUV
fits into the Differentiated Services Architecture of the Internet. The non-optimized ver-
sion of MUV proposed in this paper requires two messages for signalling per high-
demand flow every 5 seconds. As outlined in section 3.3, simple modifications to the
MUV algorithm should significantly reduce this signalling overhead without significant
loss of performance.
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